ERRATA


Page 1435, Table I, footnote b, should read “Not resolved.” Page 1438, Column 1, line 20, should read “… necessity for examining ….” Page 1438, Column 2, Ref. 10, should read “We have tabulated the ratio of the area ….”


Two typographical errors appearing in the first column on p. 70, on lines 20 and 7 from the bottom, should be noted. The corrected sentences should read, “… if the slave satellite idea of Pugh$^{18}$ and Sherwin$^{16}$ …,” and, “… an accuracy of 0.01” now appears possible.$^{17}$

$\Delta T = \frac{3}{5}$ ADMIXTURE IN NONLEPTONIC DECAYS OF K MESONS. H. T. Niew [Phys. Rev. Letters 20, 82 (1968)].

There are a few typographical errors in the paper:

The title of the paper on p. 82 should read, “$\Delta T = \frac{3}{5}$ Admixture in Nonleptonic Decays of K Mesons.”

Equation (16) on p. 84 should be

$$\cdots \propto \frac{B^2}{(B + D(3f_\pi)^{-1})} \approx 0.87.$$ 

The last sentence of Ref. 8 on p. 85 should read: “… from that of the $\pi\pi\pi$ vertex.”

It should also be pointed out that the parameters $f_\pi$ and $f_\pi$ are, unfortunately, normalized such that $\sqrt{2}f_\pi/f_\pi - 1$ in the limit of SU(3) symmetry.